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THE START

1998

Master Settlement 

Agreement 

Attorney generals of 46 

states vs. 4 of the largest 

tobacco companies

1999

American Legacy 

Foundation is founded as 

first national public health 

organization in the U.S. 

dedicated to tobacco 

control. 

1999

Big Tobacco agreed to 

cease certain tobacco 

marketing practices and 

to compensate these 

states for some of the 

medical costs for persons 

with smoking-related 

illnesses. 
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THE LANDSCAPE

2000

Body Bags was released.

Truth was a anti-brand using 

facts to expose Big Tobacco’s 

manipulative tactics.

The primary focus was youth 

aged 12 to 17 years.

About 80% of smokers began 

using tobacco before age 18.

Most successful anti-tobacco 

campaign in history.

Success lies in the research. 
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THE RE-LAUNCH 

2014

Exposing the facts and Big 

Tobacco’s lies in a world taken 

over by the internet became 

less shocking and impactful.

Age of initiation shifted from 

teenagers at about age 13 to 

18-21 year-olds. 

Today, every individual holds 

power in shaping movements 

and framing issues the way 

they want to talk about them.
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15-21 year olds, of all ethnicities, who:

- are considering picking up their 1st cigarette 

and / or engaging in social smoking 

(cigarettes, hookah, little cigars, e-

cigarettes)

- are part of the 94%

Maintain focus on our aspirational 18 year old 

target

They define success as:

- Making a positive impact on the world 

around them

- Being affirmed by their peers

WHO ARE WE 

TALKING TO?

Futures Company Adweek Marketo Psychological science 6

94%

http://www.slideshare.net/futuresco/the-futues-company-monitor-download-on-centennials
http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/gen-z-infographic-can-help-marketers-get-wise-future-159642
http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/news/releases/teens-self-consciousness-linked-with-specific-brain-physiological-responses.html
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WHERE WE’VE BEEN 



WHO WE ARE



BRAND 

VOICE
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OUR VOICE 

EMPOWERING

Non-judgemental and Positive. Inspires smokers and non-smokers alike to join the movement.

UNEXPECTED

Tells you something you didn’t know. Makes you say, “Did they just do that?!”

PROVOCATIVE

Creates a visceral, emotional reaction. Incites action.

PUNK-ROCK

Edgy, anti-establishment attitude. Not cute, parental or corpo.  
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ONE VOICE ACROSS ALL CHANNELS

TV

It’s our broadest medium with a relatively short time to get Finishers’ attention, so we need to be 

bold and concise.

PAID DIGITAL

Less is more. Be concise and let the pictures do the talking. 

SOCIAL

Social is more of a dialogue, so we need to be conversational to keep it fresh. But not fall into the 

traps of punny jokes and humor that skews too young. 

THETRUTH.COM

We’re speaking to a more captive audience who’ve come to us. We can be entertaining but not at 

the expense of clarity.  

We can dial our voice up or down depending on the channel, but it 

should all feel like it’s coming from the same person. 
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THE USE OF “WE”

When we use the word “we” it should refer to the 

collective group of Finishers and never to truth, the 

brand.



STRATEGY



Teens are 

passionate about a 

lot of topics, just not 

smoking

INSIGHT

What can I do 

about it?

Why should I 

care?
Show teens how 

smoking affects the 

things they care about 

now

STRATEGY

OPPORTUNITY

Challenge the social 

acceptability of 

combustible use. 

Confront the 

misconceptions that 

the consequences of 

smoking happens later 

in life.  

Smoking affects 

you in unexpected 

ways, whether 

you're a smoker or 

not.

CREATIVE

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
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RECENT 

WORK



WHERE WE ARE NOW 

Big Tobacco explicitly targeted people dealing with 

mental health issues and members of the U.S. 

military.

From sending free cigarettes to psychiatric 

facilities to sponsoring holiday cards and free gifts 

(including cigarettes) for troops. 

FACT: 38 percent of military smokers start after 

enlisting.

FACT: In the mental health community, people 

with substance abuse disorders and mental illness 

account for 40% of cigarettes smoked in the U.S.  

Exploitation 

http://j4zfimlsi5xxc5lfinfc4rdpmu3uwokinzftmv22.ustudiopages.com/U2NjhjS5kcL3
http://j4zfimlsi5xxc5lfinfc4rdpmu3uwokinzftmv22.ustudiopages.com/U13CZZyL86kT


WHERE WE ARE NOW 

Big Tobacco targeted lower-income communities 

with products that can derail lives and diminish 

hope. We deserve better. 

FACT: 72% of remaining smokers come from 

lower income communities.

FACT: Big Tobacco grew genetically engineered 

tobacco plants with 2x the natural levels of 

nicotine.

Struggling Communities

http://j4zfimlsi5xxc5lfinfc4rdpmu3uwokinzftmv22.ustudiopages.com/U13CZZyL86kT


CONTINUING 

THE 

MOMENTUM



INFLUENCERS 

Struggling 

Communities

Military Military

Mental Health

http://j4zfimlsi5xxc5lfinfc4rdpmu3uwokinzftmv22.ustudiopages.com/UBq8KnFJWsnc
https://twitter.com/lecrae/status/957460702683435008
https://www.instagram.com/p/BcsnjNDAtkv/?hl=en&taken-by=truthorange
https://www.instagram.com/p/BcSznmlAb_0/?hl=en&taken-by=truthorange
https://twitter.com/kflay/status/901558782005723137
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Comedy 

Central

TeenNick

CONTENT

PARTNERS

Adult SwimMTV

SoundCloud & Spotify

http://j4zfimlsi5xxc5lfinfc4rdpmu3uwokinzftmv22.ustudiopages.com/U36oHYEOtuhS
http://j4zfimlsi5xxc5lfinfc4rdpmu3uwokinzftmv22.ustudiopages.com/Ueim8F8bNUCR
http://j4zfimlsi5xxc5lfinfc4rdpmu3uwokinzftmv22.ustudiopages.com/UTefX2eJ8Yla
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SOCIAL 

CONTENT 
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DIGITAL 

CONTENT

#WORTHMORE 

Filter

Zombie Protest 

Filter



EXPERIENTIAL  

EFFORTS



WHO WE ARE 

Experiential marketing or grassroots is the 

most tangible part of the truth brand. We bring 

the truth brand to life on the ground in a fun 

and memorable way. 

Our on the ground activations give us the 

opportunity to inspire youth to be the 

generation to end smoking for good in an 

authentic way.

Our activations range from High School 

Nation and Vans Warped Tour to Questival 

and Chegg concerts.

http://j4zfimlsi5xxc5lfinfc4rdpmu3uwokinzftmv22.ustudiopages.com/UsBGvq2tvTHt


MARKETERS

Each summer we seek out  and successfully recruit energetic, 

passionate, hard-working and creative individuals nationwide 

to join our corps of truth riders. 

Our potential tour riders come to Washington, D.C. for a 

series of interviews and group activities for a chance to show 

why they should join the team.

Who are the tour riders?

● 21 - 26-year-old trendsetting mavens who are 

passionate about music, fashion, sports, content 

generation, social media, etc.

● Love truth!

● Comfortable with themselves, hard workers, team 

players, outgoing, and comfortable sharing space.



MERCH

Our merch serves as the only tactile way to 

communicate our message.  The demo is very 

hands on with our merch. We survey different 

groups in our demo and work hard to ensure our 

merch is eye catching, innovative, unique, and 

trendy. Our merch is almost always a 

conversation starter and serves to extend the 

conversation about truth’s message. 

We want our demo to be proud to wear our 

merch to parties, school, and anywhere where 

they want to stand out in a cool/subtle way. It 

motivates, encourages, and rallies more teens to 

be part of the revolution to be the generation that 

ends smoking. 



QUESTIONS
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